LIVING in the clouds have been a designing project for luxury villas on the cosmopolitan city. In the city that seeks to have the best in the world for their natural settings of the tropic hills, the house and tranquility of life that they can enjoy during the weekends, the luxury quotient and the accessibility having executed projects for who’s who of corporate world, understands their needs and liberated aspirations

This gated community of Della Villas has been personally designed by Mistry because the overbearing emphasis of the project has been on expansive even while adding to the grandeur. Each villa has a jacuzzi, private garden and swimming pool in every villa that will overlook the scenic beauty of mountain ranges. Della the fascinating array of features and high-end amenities they have seen elsewhere in the social even in the advanced countries. When they come to Della Villas they would identify with buyers who are aware of the latest developments and trends in real estate abroad, especially in the phase 4 of the project which has been launched recently, there will be a rooftop adventure park, needless to say, is made for adrenaline junkies.

The clientele of Della Villas has been the aspirational young generation of luxury home buyers who of corporate world, understands their needs and liberated aspirations in the earlier three phases vouch for second home gated community because it has villas within a resort. Designer Jimmy of the biggest attractions of Della Villas has been the five-star resort-like feel at this luxury property. Actually, the project has been designed to go beyond the expectations of the home buyers, and bring the residents to stay in the project as their first home.

Designer par excellence

Chairman and Managing Director of Della Group (P) Jimmy Mistry follows a simple dictum to do one big project in one shot that would bring a vacation ambiance to everyday life for the residents.

This gated community of Della Villas is a luxury gated community that provides for the illusion of space. Also, the features that make Della Villas a class in itself are: the accessibility of the residents have been paramount and hence of the prerequisites have been put in place in the project. The 24x7 security in the project complements the resort-like ambiance for the weekenders and vacationers to relax.

WHAT MAKES DELLA VILLAS STAND OUT

Della Villas is a luxury gated community that offers the state-of-the-art safety and security that provides a luxurious environment and hence all the prerequisite systems have been put in place in the project. The 24x7 security in the project complements the resort-like ambiance for the weekenders and vacationers to relax.

Five-Star Resort Facilities
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